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Chairmans Report
Kia ora,
One of the highlights of the past year was the 20th year celebration
and this milestone was marked by the release of a video telling our
inspiring story. It is appropriate that all the leadership team of Sandra,
Samantha and Nigel is acknowledged for their attention to detail in
making such a success. And of course Peter has to be congratulated
for the vision and concept of the 20th anniversary event.

Mike Noonan
Chairperson

Such a firm foundation allows the Trust to plan
on how to both consolidate and grow, always
bearing in mind that we are working for the
benefit of Life Stylers, both current and future.
I am pleased to announce that during the
Financial Year 2014/15 The Supported Life
Style Hauraki Trust has increased its income
as shown in the financial statements. This is a
result of an increase in clients, who are chiefly
referred to us by Ministry of Health and ACC.
There has been a subsequent increase in staff
numbers.

Fellowship which allowed me to travel to
Washington State, USA, to investigate how
they manage to have such a high percentage
of people with a disability in mainstream
employment. I was very grateful to the Trust
which funded me with 15% of the overall cost.
On the back of this research I have been
invited to speak to various people in the
disability sector here in New Zealand,
including several relevant Government
agencies. I hope that my opportunity will result
in more opportunities for Life Stylers.

The composition of the Board remains the
same: I continue to be supported as Chair by
Vince Ross, Gordon Jackman and Wyn
Hoadley as fellow Trustees as well as Peter
Rutherford who is also Chief Executive.

Part of our role as Trustees is to provide
support to the Chief Executive, and so from
November to January I took over as Acting
Chief Executive while Peter took some much
deserved extended leave. At that time I
stepped aside as Chair and the role was ably
taken on by Vince Ross.

The Trust instigated and went through a
rigorous process to re-assess core values,
settling on these four:
Respect; Integrity; Courage; and
Inclusiveness.
We now open every Trustee Meeting by
restating these values so the that any
decisions we make will be in keeping with
them.
The workshops which created these values
included not only the Trustees and leadership
teams, but also Life Stylers, their family
representatives and other staff members. As
well as attending these values workshops,
Trustees also held six regular Board Meetings
and the Annual General Meeting, with a total
attendance to all of these of 97%.
Towards the end of last year I was honoured to
be awarded a Winston Churchill Memorial
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Both I and my fellow Trustees have attended
sector conferences in order to ensure we are
familiar with best practice and to network with
others in the sector. Being mindful of the new
Health and Safety legislation which will come
into effect on 1st April 2016. This will place a
greater responsibility on us as Trustees.
Another part of our role is to constantly
review our Policies and Procedures, which
we regularly do.
I am, as always, proud to be associated with
this splendid organisation and wish to extend
my warmest thanks to all who continue to
make the Trust such an outstanding success.

Board of Trustees’ Profiles

This year I was privileged to attend two conferences on behalf of
the Board, one on inclusive communities and the second was the
NZ Disability Support Network. At both conferences I was struck
by the fantastic work going on around the country and overseas
to improve the lives of people in the same situation as our Life
Stylers. Concepts such as universal design, person to person
care and the empowering effects of modern speech therapy
training were very impressive. I felt inspired to support our Trust
Gordon Jackman
to not only keep up our good work, but always look for ways in
Secretary
which we can support our Life Stylers to have meaningful and
satisfying lives as part of the Thames community. I would like to
thank all the staff for their great work, the Thames community for
being so positive and my fellow board members for being such a great team.

Another year, where has it gone?
I have again been privileged, as board member, to represent the
whanau of the Life Stylers of Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust.

Vince Ross
Treasurer

Wyn Hoadley
Trustee
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As most will know,The Trust continues to evolve. The board has
worked very closely with management to keep the lifestyle our
charges have enjoyed, keeping on.I take this opportunity to thank
the effort made by Trust staff for their care of our precious Life
Stylers.
This year has seen a lot of planning for the future and I look
forward to being involved with this.

Wyn Hoadley QSO has been a member of the Trust since 2011.
This year has been busy with conferences, workshops, planning
our strategic directions, and working with our staff and Life Stylers
to help build on our Trust values: Respect – Courage –
Inclusiveness – Integrity. She believes these values are vital in
enabling people with disabilities to express their hopes, goals and
aspirations through our unique service whereby our Life Stylers
have the opportunity to gain self-worth, self-esteem and a genuine
sense of belonging.
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report

Last year was the 20th birthday of the Trust - this year 21st birthday.
Key to the door and maybe more. The Trust is growing.

Peter Rutherford
CEO and Trustee

I look at the evolution of the Trust and with a
sense of pride watch the growth and
development.
I truly have climbed my Mount Everest.
It is at this time of my career and the
organisation that I look forward
to my succession planning.
I truly wish to spend the rest of my working
days, energy and passion involved with the
TRUST - “ to die in the saddle “

OUR VALUES
Respect
Recognition of the feelings, wishes and rights
of other
Integrity
The Quality of being honest and fair

I’m at present attempting to make sure that
the Philosophy is well and truly documented
and it stays intact.
“The Life Style Way “ is rather something and
it is time for the sector and the big wide world
to hear about it.
(Have you seen the 20yr documentary? If you
wish a copy contact the office )

Inclusiveness
Creating the opportunity for everyone to feel
they are valued and that they belong.

Its time to walk the talk
Our mission
Empowering and supporting those with
differing abilities not as a social nicety but
rather a deeper obligation that seems from a
commitment to human rights
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Courage
To be brave and confident enough to do what
you believe to be right

Our philosophy
Every person has the right to live their life to
the fullest extent of their capabilities
I have always stated that the thrust of
the trust is education.
With the statements above we
need to communicate, understand and action
- Walk the Talk
Promote and develop the Passion
We have some fabulous team players and I
truly wish to preserve their faith.

Operations Report
Operations is always the busiest area of the Trust and every year it
seems that new challenges present the opportunity to continually
ensure that we are providing the service the best way we possibly
can. This year has been no exception, with changes externally,
legislative and sector wide and also internally with staffing and the
service provided.

This year has seen some big external changes
within the sector. The biggest of these was the
change to the funding framework for the MOH
with our latest contracts being the first of the
new ‘streamlined’ contracts. This new structure
is designed to introduce Results Based
Accountability into the sector and encourage a
more outcomes focused approach in the way
that we provide service to the people we
support these are all positive things, and just
herald the next phase of truly being user
driven.
Other external news that has directed our
focus this year have been the proposed
changes to the Health and Safety legislation,
and the prioritisation of a more comprehensive
and forward looking Quality Improvement
programme to allow us to
direct our
operational strategy next year to be even more
in line with the Trust’s values and also the
Enabling Good Lives principles.
Internally the big changes have come in the
form of the development of an ACC dedicated,
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Samantha Lee
Operations Manager

higher support house and also a staffing
restructure.
The new house is the first time that we have
provided a 24-hour support base for more than
one client. The team that supports this house
has also been grown to accommodate the new
needs base and although this team is
completely new they have shone outstandingly
in providing an exceptional support to some
very complex clients.
The restructuring that has taken place this
year has provided us with an opportunity to
review how things are going and also to ask
everyone that works in the organisation how
things have been going and how they could be
done better. There was a large amount of very
constructive feedback in the restructuring
process and a great deal of the revised
changes has come directly from staff feedback
during the process.

Finance & Administration Report
2015 has seen the Trust increase its property portfolio by one
making the total of Trust owned homes including the farm at
Kerepehi to eight.
We continue to hold primarily long-term
leases for the additional homes utilised by the Trust.

Our income is generated from contracts held
with the Ministry of Health, Ministry of Social
Development and ACC. Income for the
financial year end 30th June 2015 reflected
$4,5500,000. This is quite a significant sum of
money contributing to the local economy.
The family/whanau survey undertaken last
year was a great success.
The in-depth
information gathered has supported the Trust
to improve its focus on quality. This year we
have taken heed of some of last years
comments regarding communication. To this
e n d t h i s y e a r s s u r v e y ’s f o c u s i f o n
Communication, what is working now and
what requires further action.
Annually I attend the New Zealand Disability
Support Network conference. At last years
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Sandra Higgs
Business Manager

meeting I was introduced to a new client
management system WEBCARE.
The Leadership made the decision to commit
to this cloud based data system to replace out
ageing Intranet. WEBCARE will enable us to
closely monitor and gather the information
required to meet our new contractual
requirements. We are now in the final stages
of planning and testing with an aim to roll out
to our staff in the New Year.
On behalf of the Trust I would like to thank our
funders for their ongoing support.
Look forward to 2016 and the challenges and
rewards it will bring.

Human Resources Report

Nigel Sparrow
Resources Manager

Service Overview
We had increased our staffing numbers as our
service delivery needs have changed.
Increases to the number of ACC clients that
we support and the establishment of an ACC
client specific house with 24 hour staffing and
the support needs of some of those clients
have contributed to this increase. That, along
with the success of focused one-on-one
staffing for at least two of our MOH clients, has
led to our current staffing level of 70 staff in
total, including casual staff and board
members on payroll.
Our largest HR process this year has been the
Trust restructure. This has been a process of
consultation and change and was framed by
our external HR consultants, the Everest
group, starting in late August 2015.
The basic framework for the change was
created by Everest, at our request, and they
presented information at the two staff
consultation meetings to keep staff informed
about what was intended by the restructure
and what to expect as the restructure rolled
out.
Our intention was to create a new staffing
structure, with particular attention to a stronger
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level of service management to directly
support staff teams.
We had a particularly strong set of responses
from a number of staff that contributed to
many changes in the proposed structure. This
resulted in a modified proposed structure that
was eventually presented to staff in October.
Recruitment for all the new roles was
completed in the month of October and the
successful applicants started their roles on 2
November 2015.
Evaluation and performance management
Supervision and performance management
are already an ongoing part of service delivery.
Service managers regularly spend time with
staff supervising the ongoing details of shift
work and programs.
With the rollout of a regular review process
(we use this term rather than appraisal) we are
engaging staff in looking at their roles as part
of a bigger picture.
At the same time we are also giving staff a
shift management tool where staff can
feedback more effectively on what is working
well on their shifts and what areas may need
attention.

Our new Service Managers, Coordinators and
Team Leaders have all been given copies of
the documents that help build the picture for
an annual review. These include a monthly
catchup form with three basic questions: What
is going well? What could have been improved
(development opportunities)? and What can I
do to support you?

We are also looking at subscribing
Future Learning, a web based
resource that includes specific
regarding disability and video
opportunities for a price that fits
training budget.

It’s early days in the restructure but I am sitting
down doing with all the new managers and
using this document while encouraging them
to also use the same document with their
teams. This supports the ongoing need for a
written record of some of the issues and
solutions generated on a monthly basis at the
Trust

Recruitment
We have had a number of staff moving on in
the past couple of months. The two main
reasons have been a change in personal plans
or longterm illness. As a result we are actively
recruiting for more casual staff to support our
roster and shifts. At this stage no new
permanent staff will be recruited only casuals
will be hired to keep our backup staff numbers
up to strength.

Staff Training
We are currently completing our training
responsibilities for the year with a CPI training
for new staff conducted in house at the end of
November.
Next year we will have the training schedule
for the year blocked out by the end of January
There will also be a permanent place for new
ideas or newly identified training needs to be
recorded on our server. This will be accessible
to all our line managers so they can see
what’s coming up or recommend specific types
of training for their teams.
We want to move away from big staff trainings
and become more focused on team needs.
We remain committed to the Careerforce
model of NZQA recognized training for support
workers.
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to Open
training
training
learning
into our

Conclusion
It’s been a particularly busy time at the Trust in
recent months with the rollout of our
restructuring process. We are now at the end
of the first month of operating under the new
model. Although a few challenges remain in
embedding the new lines of management and
communication the process is well underway.
The presence of two service managers onsite
supporting staff and team leaders has already
produced some positive changes. With
Samantha on parental leave, Sandra and I are
spending a lot of time working with Alesha,
who is the acting operational manager,
working through the specifics of what our new
structure and accountabilities look like in
practice.

Farm Report
The farm continues to provide meaningful activity for a considerable
number of Life Stylers from Monday to Friday. On the weekends one
Life Styler and his support staff take care of the daily routines.
As we have seen in other years the number of Life Stylers accessing
the farm through winter declines due to undesirable weather but with
the temperature rapidly on the rise , so too are the numbers coming to
the farm on a daily basis. Over the last 12 months the farm has seen a
number of changes.
Residential
Currently there are 2 Life Stylers living on the
farm. The intention is to increase the number
of Life Stylers living on the farm in the future
thus maximizing the farms potential as a
residential and vocational site.
This does pose a number of issues around
ensuring Life Stylers residential privacy when
the farm is accessed during the day. The first
initiative to solve this is currently underway
with the construction of a separate lunchroom
that will be used by voc Life Stylers. This will
decrease the need for them to access and use
the residential facilities as well as allow the
opportunity to increase independence around
preparing lunch.
Enterprise Starfish
Currently there are 5 Life Stylers who are
employed by ‘starfish’ on the farm, 3 of which
attend 5 days a week and are paid minimum
wage. One of the others attends 2 days and
the fifth Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday.
They have become instrumental in the day to
day running of the farm and contribute in all
areas from gardens to grounds maintenance
to animal husbandry.
Gardens
This time of year is very exciting in the garden
with many varieties of vegetables being
planted. Juergen continues to produce quality
veggie that is used by the café all year round.
We are continually trying to improve the
quality and range of veggie that we provide for
the café, growing things that not only look
better when they arrive but are also things that
are more in demand. Using night shift staff to
wash and prep veggies to take into the café
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Matt Flude
Wharepoa Team Leader

the next day has helped immensely with the
presentation and reduced staff time in the
café.
Clinton Care, who is employed by Enterprise
Starfish, is a great asset in the garden and
helps to take the pressure off of Juergen,
especially at this time of the year when there
is so much to do.
This summer the intention is to continue
allowing Life Stylers access to fresh veggie
from the garden that can be used over the
weekend for independent meals, not only to
help stretch their budget but also to help
promote healthy eating.
Making compost continues to occupy many
Life Stylers when they come to the farm.
Collecting manure from paddocks and pens,
mounding, turning and eventually spreading
on the gardens takes up a lot of manpower.
Chooks, Ducks , Turkeys
Both the chooks and ducks have continued to
produce well. Unfortunately last years turkey
hatchlings were decimated by predators
meaning that we had none for the freezer this
year. Hopefully a concerted effort to eradicate
such predators will have a positive affect this
season.
The chooks continue to provide the café with
fresh eggs daily as well as being made
available to the more independent Life Stylers
over the weekends, which supplements their
grocery bill.
We currently collect around 50 eggs a day.
Predators also affected the duck breeding last
year but even so, we were able to cull around
30 birds just recently that were provided to the
café.

Pigs
The farm continues to breed and care for pigs
that inevitably supply the café with good
quality home grown pork.
We have the daily collection of pig scraps from
the Countdown super market in Paeroa. This
supply has been a revelation for us and has
meant a huge saving in the quantity of pig
food that we have to buy. It also means that a
lot of the fruit, veggie and bread supplements
feed for other animals on the farm as well.
The care and cleaning of the pigs living
environment is a daily chore that is
undertaken by various numbers of Life Stylers
and of cause the manure collected helps
make the copious amount of compost we
make annually.
Dry Stock
The farm is currently running 4 cattle. We
have however recently killed 2 full-grown
beasts that went into the 104 Café freezers.
Over the next month or so I will be looking to
purchase another couple of calves to
replenish those that have been culled. With
the limited quantity of pasture available 6
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head is about the maximum we can rear at
one time.
Our pasture that has been ungrazed over
winter is currently being baled to create
supplement feed that will be used over next
winter. Life Stylers are involved with their care
on a daily basis by break feeding on the
paddocks and through the collection of their
manure that goes into making compost.
Sheep
Our modest flock of sheep enabled us to kill 4
lambs this year and although not a huge
amount of meat, the sheep also offer a
considerable amount of therapeutic value for a
number of Life Stylers.
Donkeys
Being one of the only animals on the farm with
no productive value, the donkeys continue to
be enjoyed by all that attend the farm for their
therapeutic value also.
Everyone loves the donkeys.

900 Report

Maria Julian
Outcomes Manager/900

With the addition of a fulltime woodwork tutor,
Peter Randall and the experienced and
versatile music tutor Gary Comrie, numbers at
900 have been steady and are building.
Numbers are up and programmes offered
continue to cater to and expand the broad
levels of ability presented with in the Trust’s
unique population. 900 provides a warm and
enriched environment, the tutors have the
resources and support to work to the best of
their ability. Happy Staff = Happy Life Stylers.
Two values that we work to here at 900 is
developing a good sense of humour (i.e. not
taking ourselves too seriously) and exercising
emotional resilience, if our Life Stylers can
learn to mirror and develop a sense of humour
around themselves and others this helps us all
to get along as well as developing emotional
resilience to upsets and perceived
disappointments.
Peter Randall plans his attendee’s projects so
that they need to use both the computer suite
for sourcing pictures for model planes, trucks
and space stations, along with using the art
rooms for painting and detail work. This has
meant that a broad span of skills is being
covered within one project. Peter steps up the
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Donna Mills

level of difficulty with every returning woodwork
enthusiast. The final products show excellence
in correct proportions, colouring and markings
particular in the military trucks and planes built.
Plus the final product is built to last and the
owners beam with pride as they see what was
only a sketch or printed picture come to life in
their hands.
Gary Comrie has continued the 900 Music
Monday sessions, presenting a range of new
and old songs plus the introduction of Cajun
drums, which were made in the woodwork
sessions. These help to develop rhythm and
also give a therapeutic calming influence. The
ukulele class has been added to the Music
Monday afternoon.
In addition Gary takes a small number of Life
Stylers for individual tuition in either guitar or
drumming, this is more popular with the young
men of the Trust. In September/October music
with Gary was trialled at 300 for two afternoons
a week, this is to bring music and singing to
those in the SPA programme who would not
normally make it to the Monday Music
sessions.

The Disco is also run from 900 once a month
on a Friday, the latest involved a Halloween
theme, Life Stylers during the preceding week
helped to make decorations for the dance.
Julia Kilgour has continued her work in the Art
department; a main theme has been to
assemble pieces for the December Trust
Exhibition. A small number of regulars to 900
have spent numerous sessions dedicated to
painting of one of the Life Styler’s wooden
wagons, as well as the application of varnish
to the wagons and other potential out door
pieces. There is also a range of wall pictures
and hand sewing that has been completed. A
number of template images for Tea Towel
stenciling which is intended for use at the end
of year Trust Art Exhibition is ready to go.
One of the most popular learning activities for
the Life Stylers, has been the accessing and
writing on Facebook. This is one our best
learning sites as in order to fully access
Facebook, Life Stylers need to learn to write
their passwords and user names, along with
navigate the computer keyboard and mouse
all with great delight that comes with seeing
pictures of family and friends. The reading of
messages and posts and the responding to
these encourages the ongoing improvement
of reading and writing skills. The straight
forward skills of literacy and numeracy need to
be masked in activities that are on the surface
unrelated with the direct teaching of an adult
to read, write and count. The use of cooking,
crafts, music, woodwork, art work, puzzles,
computers and general conversation are the
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basic tools that we work with at 900,
particularly as most Life Styler’s do not want
to be sat down and taken through lessons of
writing and math’s. There are 3 Life Stylers
who are keen to learn reading and writing. In
all 3 cases specific programmes of reading
and writing are practiced on a daily basis. All
of these men are advancing well, particularly
since the use of a specific font for people who
experience aspects of dyslexia. Two of these
men reflect signs of dyslexia and the use of
this specifically designed font makes it easier
for both men to read the letters on the page.
Overall it’s been an excellent year with leaps
and bounds in all areas. A supported, stable
and happy work environment was established
which showed real results in the
accomplishments with both the regularly
attending Life Styler’s and those attending for
specific woodwork or music tuition.
Donna Mills left the Trust in early November.
Maria Julian has filled the new role of
Outcomes/900 Manager. Maria had previously
been the Outcomes Co-ordinator and after 2
months in this role is enjoying her new
challenge. Donna has contributed immensely
to the operational management of 900,
implementing educational programmes and
making 900 a fun to place to be. Maria is
looking forward to continuing with valuable
work undertaken by Donna.

104 Cafe Report

Davina Peke
Café Team Leader

So what do our Life Stylers say about 104
Cafe..."its a very cool and interesting place,
being the ‘social hub’ where everyone comes
to meet/greet and ‘break bread’. We enjoy the
lovely meals, puddings, beautiful music and the
range of musicians that come in to play. The
learning around the differing theme nights,
experiencing their cultural/ethnic foods and
having the ability to ‘dress up’ and receive
prizes for our efforts.”
This year we have followed the mighty All
Blacks, to their courageous win of the World
Cup, where we guessed our scores for each of
the games and participated in the daily banter.
The Silver Ferns and Melbourne Cup, where
we joined the sweepstake and everyone hoped
for the best!
The Cafe 104, provides an atmosphere that is
inviting, aromatic, entertaining and busy. The
food produce freshly grown and harvested from
the Trust farm, is every cooks delight with
menus developed to cater to the diverse
foodies that walk through our doors.
Changes within the team, has allowed Alli
Mitchell to put her green thumbs to use,
spending time at the farm/cafe gardens and
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liaising with the kitchen regarding fresh
produce. This also allows for food preparation
to be done ahead of time, which has been
beneficial in the running of the kitchen. A new
venture/journey I know Alli is passionate about
and is currently being practised to date.
Lorreen Wilton took onboard her new role as
the Maitre D like a duck to water. Being ‘out
and about’ in the crust of the Cafe, having the
ability to be alongside everyone and just put
her own flavour on things.
The expertise/dedication displayed by our
Starfish Employees, John Harrod, Darren
Watters, Elliot Grant, Brett McGivern, Mark
Cobb, Simon Ashby, Hamish Marshall and our
Voluntary Workers Carla Van Deventer, Jess
Welsh and Andrew Douglas, provides essence
and character to the Cafe. I watch and admire
their work ethic as this is a prudent ingredient
in the Cafe and for this I give thanks.
So we near the end of the year and another
festive Xmas, from the Cafe Team we wish
everyone a Merry Christmas and Happy New
year.

Enterprise Starfish Report
Another productive 12 months for Enterprise Starfish. Consolidation
has been the focus and several meetings have achieved this with our
accountant and lawyer to ensure Enterprise Starfish is sound both
financially and legally. Enterprise Starfish now has the same financial
year-end as The Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust, which is 30 June.

Enterprise Starfish uses Flexitime software for
payroll. There are currently 14 employees
within Enterprise Starfish. Five are employed
on the farm, six in the cafe, two 900 Queen
Street employees and one residential cleaner.
Enterprise Starfish work closely with the
department staff regarding the day-to-day
support and on-going training of their
employees.
Enterprise Starfish has regular
conversation with all its employees and not
necessarily in a formal setting such as a
monthly meeting but quite often over lunch at
the 104 cafe in a more relaxed atmosphere.
The MWE (minimum wage exemption)
renewal assessments are due in early
November so Enterprise Starfish is working
through this process with individual
employees of which there are five currently
receiving the MWE. The assessments are
designed by the Department of Labour and
are based on productivity and competency.
Once completed the assessments are
submitted to the Department of Labour for
approval. The review term for the MWE is
every two years.
MoneyWorks is proving to be excellent
budgeting and accounting software. Weekly
bank account reconciliation helps manage
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Joanne Thomas
Systems Manager

accurate up to date movement with Life
Styler’s finances. Clear reports are produced
and presented to both Life Stylers and
families.
Enterprise Starfish has received
great feedback regarding this.
Enterprise Starfish attend all Life Style Plan
Meetings and individual financial situations
are discussed with both the Life Styler and
their family. This is always an opportunity to
talk about personal direction if goal setting is
considered which includes any financial
expense.
WINZ compliance is another part of the
Enterprise Starfish role. In order to offer the
best possible support for our Life Stylers
Enterprise Starfish are the WINZ agent for
several individuals within our service. This in
turn means support with WINZ appointments
and being able to share the correct
information with the Life Styler concerned and
making informed choices.
Enterprise Starfish has a strong relationship
with the Westpac bank in Thames. Westpac
staff offers our Life Stylers great customer
service and when things go amiss
occasionally they are very obliging with a
resolution.

Brightsmile Gardens Report
The community gardens in Mackay St Thames this is a
great place for the Life Stylers to work along side the
local community and give back to the locals who have
supported us over the years.

Robyn Wake
Onsite Service Manager

We contract two local ladies to oversee the day
to day running of the gardens and there is a
growing number of Life Stylers attending each
Thursday.

We have been working on improving the flower
gardens and our vision is for the locals to be
able to pick flowers for home or even when
they visit patients in the local hospital.

The project we have worked on this year was
to make the morning tea area dry and user
friendly through out winter period. With the
help of local business we have achieved this.

The TCDC was approached in regards to the
large trees on the boundary will need to be
topped. They have put the request through to
the Park Manager and are waiting for date then
this work will be done.

Winter has been a time to plan and tidy up
around the gardens and feed them by making
compost and using other organic matter. As
spring approaches we will see a lot of planting
and produce for the locals to pick and use.
This is a great place to go and meet new and
interesting people. We have people from all
walks of life volunteering in the gardens. Every
Thursday we all meet at 9.30am (winter hours)
and work in the gardens. We hope to add
another day in the gardens in the coming
weeks.
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As with all gardens this is a work in progress
and if you have a spare couple of hours on a
Thursday morning come and join us to do a bit
of work with some great chats and morning
tea.
We all would love to see you there.

Financial Statements
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Strategic Plan - November 2015
Core Values
Respect – Integrity – Inclusiveness - Courage
The values we currently have are shared values
with our Life Stylers.
Core Purpose
To have our Life Stylers living fulfilling,
productive lives.
BHAG (BHAG Copyright © Jim Collins)
The Trust will be a unique service provider
driven by the choices of the people we support
Providing people with the opportunity to lead full
and productive lives.
Geographic Area
Coromandel Peninsula (to 2019)
Target Market Customer Description
Primary support for people wishing to access
the Life Style Way.
People with disabilities and their support
networks looking for a way to express their
hopes, goals and aspirations - The Life Style
Way.

1

2

To have a skilled
workforce who
demonstrate “The
Life Style Way” and
are models for the
sector.

To have an
infrastructure that
supports and
enhances the
organisation now
and into the future.

Target Market Customer’s Greatest Need
To be assured that they will be supported to
have a fulfilling
life, supported to strive towards independence
and self worth and to achieve their personal
goals
Key Benefits
Functional: Life Styler experiencing an ordinary
life
Economic: A unique service model provides
quality and economic viability
Emotional: Life Stylers have the opportunity to
gain self worth, self-esteem and a sense of
belonging.
Brand Promise
Focusing on abilities.
1-5 Year Strategic Moves
Time Frame

6 months Define the ‘Life Style Way’ so that it can be embedded in
Trust Culture for the future.
12-18 months Develop the ‘Life Style Way’ into a training package.
18 months to 3 years Embed training package as standard for all staff
going forward.
90 days New Staffing structure introduced and embedded with roles
clearly defined and basic training given.
6 months Health and Safety committee, and Health and Safety
systems operating and incorporated into daily practice
12-18 months To have functioning, and fully integrated Risk
Management and Quality Improvement Programmes in practice.
2 years Each area of service will have an individual operational plan

3

4
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The Trust’s unique
model of practice is
demonstrated at all
levels and in all
interactions

6 months Begin with discussions around “what is it that makes us
different” question put to all stake holders

Investigate
opportunitie
s suggested
in the
SWOT
analysis.

6 months Defining the Life Style Way

12-18 months Define a draft set of principles
2 years Finalised principles

12-18 months Implementing EQuIP5 to target service
excellence and evidence based practice
As and when the opportunity arises Further development of
existing contracts

Strategic Plan - November 2015
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Integrity of our Service
Delivery

Following of systems
procedures

To clearly define and
develop the Life Style way
to share with other service
providers.

Loss of financial viability

Location suits The Life
Style Way

Follow through

Aiming for service
excellence
through the Equip
framework.

Loss of existing contracts

Our reputation in the
sector

Accountability and
responsibility

Evidence based
practice can
support proof of
the Life Style way

The organisation
outgrowing the
infrastructure.

Our fluidity, ability to
change course to meet
needs quickly

Below the line behaviour:
blame/fear/lack of decision
making

Increasing
awareness of our
personalised
service.

For either the board or the
Leadership team to lose
their focus on the
Philosophy and values of
the organisation.

Staff who live our values

Negative focus as opposed Further development of
to positive
existing contracts.
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Damage to the Trust brand
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These are the faces that form the spirit of
The Trust
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We wish to acknowledge our key stake holders

Ministry of Health
Ministry of Social Development
Accident Compensation Cooperation
Family / Whanau

The Supported Life Style Hauraki Trust
PO Box 524, Thames 3540
726 Queen Street, Thames
Tel: 07 868 5038
Fax: 07 868 5039
www.suplife.org.nz
info@suplife.org.nz
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